
Case Study

The First Word in "Succession" is Success????

The International School of Ibo is a non-profit, pK-12, American curriculum program offering 
both AP and IBDP in the high school.  Established in 2002 and fully accredited by CIS/NEASC 
since 2005, Ibo has developed into the school of choice for the expat and affluent local 
communities in this emerging city in central Asia.  Enrollment has grown to 650, a very 
international group; Americans 18%, Korean 11%, Dutch 7%, French 6%, and 35 other nations 
represented.

The board is a seven-member blended board; five elected positions, one board-appointed 
position, and a US Embassy appointed position:

Pres Bill Nielsen    American non-working independently wealthy single parent
VP George Morrow American HR director for HMOC oil company
Sec'y    Patti Naritomi    American stay-at-home mom; husband VP of HMOC
Treas Gordy Muzzy    Canadian missionary

Tom Huskins    American running an NGO in Ibo
Karl Beck    American-German sociology professor (Appointed)
Sven Kunstler    US Embassy Management Counselor (Embassy Appointed)

The year has started well - the orientation Director John Winton and former President Harold 
Jones conducted was well received by the new members, and the Board Retreat in August was 
very productive.  At the retreat, the Board recognized the work ahead, especially in regards to the
legal difficulties with the local government and the possibility of a competitor international 
school opening near the suburb where many of the international families live.  Those challenges, 
combined with the Strategic Intent the Board had adopted of developing a strong Advancement 
Program, both to market the school to families and to raise money.

The September Board meeting brought a few surprises, though.  George and Patti both shared 
with the Board that HMOC was down-sizing and both of their families would be leaving IBO in 
December.  To make matters worse, Gordy and Tom reported that they would not be standing for
election next year - they simply did not have time for the commitment required as members of 
the ISI Board.  

Bill looked to Karl and Sven, "I guess that leaves us as the last men standing, eh boys?"  Sven 
smiled and reminded Bill that his 2-year term was over and he'd be leaving as well.  

"Well, I guess we'll have a whole new Board next year." Bill said, "Let's hope some good folks 
come out of the woodwork."

Two weeks later, at their Agenda-setting meeting, Director John Winton raised the topic of 
succession with Bill.  Bill's response was an echo of what he said at the last meeting - a plaintiff 
cry for hope and good luck.  John was concerned.  Patti and George were already checking out, 
with Gordy, Tom, and Sven not that far behind them.  The ISI Board had traditionally stayed out 
of the nomination/election process, and in fact, seemed to be challenged in filling its only 



appointed position.  Karl had been a disaster - not only was he disengaged, he was, as should 
have been foreseen, a "one-issue" Board member..., more rigor in the curriculum.  Based on 
experience, John's level of concern about how the Board would face this succession tsunami was 
heightened!

Bill gave some thought to the points John was making, and then suggested... 

******************************************************************************

1. What do you think Bill "suggested?"  ... what should he have said?
2. What's the problem here?  What "symptoms" make that apparent?
3. Root causes?
4. Strategies to resolve it?
5. What do you recommend the ISI Board does in the coming months?
6. How about longer term?
7. How does a Board ensure succession is a "success?"
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